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1 - Origin 

Developed by Odile and Pascal, Ataol is a program that invites children to write a script for an 

animated series. 

 

The main character is Atao the little oak. Each one of his stories presents the discovery of an element 

of nature: an animal, a plant, a mineral or a natural phenomenon.  

 

At school, this program gives a chance to elementary classes to experience 4 disciplines in one 

course: natural sciences, language study, script writing and  drawing. 

 

After writing a story, professional from the filmmaking and animation fields advice on the content of 

it and on its structure too.  

 

Within a few weeks, the Atao program awakes interest and passion and results in happy class, in often 

well-balanced informative scripts and in illustrations always surprising for their creativity and 

beauty. 



2 - Pedagogy 
4 steps to write this story: 

1 – Discover Atao as the main character 

2 – Pick an animal or any other element of nature as the secondary  

      character to discover 

3 – Make a Information Board on animal or the element of nature 

4 – Write your story with the Meeting, the Problem and the Solution 

      using as many information from the Information Board. 

The story environment: 

From, Europe to Asia, from Africa to the Americas and from the North and South Poles to 

Australia and its neighbor countries, Atao or Mool will travel and discover nature… 

Atao will his encounter with element of their natural environment. It could be meeting with a bee, 

a parrot or even a volcano waking up just after that other amazing story when he faced the great 

tyrannosaur!!! Or a whale, shrimps or a seahorse when diving in the sea… 

Each story has Atao happily looking around… for something new. That “thing” usually comes to 

him unexpected and a dynamic adventure begins… After surviving this “ride”, Atao  finally gets a 

little help from – again – unexpected events and makes it save home happy for all the information 

he gathered during this adventure. 

  

Each story will manage to bring/present as many information about the element of nature that 

Atao encounters. The best part of script writing will be to use those information to create a 

problem and then solve it! 

 

Enjoy imagining using facts! 

 



3 - Script structure 

1 - Atao meets the element of nature. 

 

2 - Atao faces a problem consequent to the nature/information of 

the element he now discovers. 

 

3 - Atao story grows in something dramatic. 

 

4 - At the last moment, when everything seems desperate for 

Atao, an information about the element of nature solves the 

problem and transforms a dramatic situation into a beautiful 

ending. 



4 - Program  
 

Week 1: Choosing the main character and the secondary character. Drawing main  

              and secondary character in simple interactions. 

Week 2: Researching information about the secondary character life and   

              environment. Facts in Science Board 

Week 3: Drafting a synopsis/storyline with encounter/problem/solution basic story   

              structure.  

              Drawing main actions. 

Week 4: developing the synopsis into a script by using info/facts  

              from the Science Board. 

Week 5: Reading the script in class for critics. Finalizing the script. 

Week 6: Designing the book lay-out.  

              Writing the script on an A5 120 gr. blank sheet. 

              Drawing book cover 6 to 8 key actions illustrations of the story on  

              an A5 120 gr. blank sheet. 

Week 7: Completing story writing for book. Finalizing illustrations line drawing  

              for book. 

Week 8: Completing illustration in color and editing, Story, Science Board and  

              illustrations into a book. 

 



 
5 - Sample of animals list… 

The Ocean:  

Blue Whale  

Octopus 

Seahorse 

Sea Turtle 

Crab 

Shrimp 

Starfish 

Jelly fish 

Clown fish 

Shark 

Dolphin 

Lobster 

Seal 

Penguin 

Eremite crab…  

 

  

 

The Mountain:    

Panda Bear  

Ara Parrot…  

 

The Savana & 

Jungle:    

Elephant  

Boa 

Crocodile 

Hummingbird 

Lion 

Monkey 

Tropical frog… 

 

The Prehistoric 

World:  

Tyrannosaur  

Triceratops… 

 
 

The Forest:  

Butterfly 

Eagle  

Bear  

Pheasant 

Rabbit 

Beaver  

Lotter  

Bee  

Le furet  

Wood Pecker  

Squirrel 

Owl 

Fox  

Le blaireau 

Lady bug… 

 
  

 



 
 
  
       

   

 
6 - 3D model 



 
7 - 2D model (1) 



 
7 - 2D model (2) 



 
8 - Background model (1) 



 
8 - Background model (2) 



 
Animals of the forest 



 
Insects 



 
Animals of the river and seas 



 
Atao’s stories… 










